Thank You - Pneumonia and Alzheimer’s Disease
Patient Treatment
A THANK YOU LETTER
I would like to thank from the bottom of my heart Dr. Rachel Alkalay,
For her support and help in my father's illness
Yair Abba Rahamim 90 year-old native of Israel lives in Holon who has been diagnosed with
dementia a decade ago
Over the years, my father's condition deteriorated
It started with violent anger attacks and confusion
Fatigue and exhaustion lack of concentration and unwillingness to eat
My sisters and I and my mother took him to a specialist professor who specializes in dementia
My father started taking sedatives and psychogeriatric drugs and he needed treatment 24 hours
a day by a close therapist
Over the years a decline began and my father became a long-term care patient who needed a
24/7 caregiver
A few months ago my father got pneumonia and was hospitalized at Wolfson Hospital
I talked to Dr. Rachel Alkalay and told her about the situation. She calmed me down and told me
about her research and work and of course about the new treatment given by drops. That night
at midnight a special delivery arrived with the treatment.
At the day we started the treatment, I updated Rachel that my father was released from the
oxygen balloon and the antibiotics he needed before were stopped
My father was released home the next day we continued the treatment at home Dad quickly
changed became stronger became positive started positive to eat and drink and smile to the
environment started talking a few words what did not happen before and logically answered
questions
So Rachel is dear and beloved
Yeshar Choach ( In hebrew) Thanks for everything Keep exploring to develop and evolve
further - a promising future is awaiting for you
Huge thanks from the bottom of my heart
Signed
Esther Yair, daughter of Yair Rachamim

https://etyair.co.il/
A miracle for the world

